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Neural Networks and Artificial Intelligence for Biomedical Engineering (IEEE Press Series on Biomedical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Using examples drawn from biomedicine and biomedical engineering, this essential reference book brings you comprehensive coverage of all the major techniques currently available to build computer-assisted decision support systems. You will find practical solutions for biomedicine based on current theory and applications of neural networks,...
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Energy MedicineTarcher, 1999

	The illustrated, practical guide to using energy medicine.
...
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T-Cell Autoimmunity and Multiple Sclerosis (Neuroscience Intelligence Unit 5)R.G. Landes, 1999

	Reports on the latest advances in the field, for new and experienced scientists. Coverage includes the role of T-cells in multiple sclerosis (MS), T-cell autoimmunity and EAE in nonhuman primates, MBP-reactive T-cells in MS, and genetic engineering of brain-specific T-cells for treatment of diseases in the central nervous system. Also...
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Modelling Financial Derivatives with MATHEMATICA ®Cambridge University Press, 1999

	One of the most important tasks in finance is to find good mathematical models for financial products, in particular derivatives. However, the more realistic the model, the more practitioners face still-unsolved problems in rigorous mathematics and econometrics, in addition to serious numerical difficulties. The idea behind this book is to...
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Aluminium Design and ConstructionRoutledge, 1999
[Aluminium Design and Construction] is a good and concise book on aluminium...Even engineers outside of the construction industry will find many parts of the book very useful...it occupies a unique place in the world of technical publications.
–Prospect     

This highly illustrated book is a...
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IP Addressing and Subnetting, Including IPv6Syngress Publishing, 1999
This book covers every aspect of the current version, as well as what will be a  widespread migration starting in late 1999. These include: increasing the IP  address size from 32 bits to 128 bits; supporting more levels of addressing  hierarchy and an increased number of addressable nodes; supporting simpler  auto-configuration of addresses;...
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Chemical Mechanical Polishing in Silicon Processing, Volume 63Academic Press, 1999


	In the engineering world, many ideas and plans are conceived in the

	information exchanges that occur over lunch. In the summer of 1997, one of

	the editors (Shin Hwa Li) was assigned to assist our CMP module at the

	Crolles facility of STMicroelectronics near Grenoble, France. One day, in

	the company cafeteria, while sitting near...
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Neural Networks and Psychopathology: Connectionist Models in Practice and ResearchCambridge University Press, 1999


	This volume of essays on neural networks and psychopathology is aimed

	at an unusually diverse audience. On the one hand, we hope that the

	volume will be read by psychiatrists, psychologists, and other clinicians

	and researchers interested in psychopathology and its treatment. On the

	other hand, we hope that it will be read by...
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Inside COM+ Base Services (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
COM+ is not a radical departure from COM-it is the next stage of evolution of the COM programming model. COM was originally designed as a minimalist's component architecture. With the advent of the three-tier programming model, applications have become more complex. To help developers who work in this new world, COM+ offers a richer set of services...
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Computer Modelling of Concrete MixturesTaylor & Francis, 1999
While the traditional procedure of making trial mixes is now unnecessary, expensive and time consuming, the data generated can be incorporated into the development of computer-based systems and combined with knowledge from research and practice. The author has developed systems by which a small amount of materials data can be used to predict the...
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Iterative UML Development Using Visual C++ 6.0Wordware Publishing, 1999
When we first endeavored to understand object-oriented development, we read the usual books, subscribed to the typical newsgroups on the Internet, and read many publications. We found great volumes of information inapplicable for the average, chaotic pace of software development. Mostly, it was too theoretical for our taste. Each author had a...
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Advances in Magnetism: From Molecules to MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	In the past few years our understanding of magnetic behavior, once thought to be mature, has enjoyed a new impetus from contributions ranging from molecular chemistry, materials chemistry and sciences to solid-state physics. The book spans recent trends in magnetism for molecule - as well as inorganic-based materials, with emphasis on new...
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